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Letter: NFTA bus upgrades
seem long overdue

Aug 3, 2020

O n July 11, Another Voice told us
that the Niagara Frontier

Transportation Authority has secured
$2.5 million Federal Transit Authority
grant to refit the diesel garage on
Michigan Avenue and Main Street for
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electric buses. And that this begins the
process of eliminating 105 diesel buses
and replacing them with non-polluting
electric buses.

When I told a diesel bus driver friend
of mine about this she said, “Thank
God someone is working on it. My bus
gets this awful film of black inside. And
when you sit with other buses, engines
running, you can hardly breathe, your
eyes water.

I told her, “By the way, I understand
that no jobs will be lost in this
transition.”

Our group of 13 Western New York
environmental organizations share my
bus-driver friend’s appreciation of this
move by the NFTA toward a cleaner
environment.

Larry Beahan

Amherst
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Letter: Police o!cers unfairly
painted during protests
Aug 4, 2020

I would like to add my perspective on the riots/civil
disobedience and the hyped injury to an anarchist.

Letter: Black Lives Matter letter
makes no sense
Updated Aug 4, 2020

This is in response to the Letter to the Editor on July
28, “If Black Lives Matter, why are they shooting?” I
am wondering what the writer mea…

Letter: If Black Lives Matter, why
are they shooting?
Updated Jul 28, 2020

Every day we are bombarded with Black Lives Matter
and protests supporting that movement. I don’t have
a problem with that and agree that Blac…

Letter: New York State is lucky to
have Cuomo, as governor
Aug 3, 2020

As I see the news coverage of exploding new
coronavirus cases in many southern and western
states (often under the rule of Republican leaders)…
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Letter: Congress must prevent mail
delivery delays
Aug 5, 2020

For the vast majority of Americans waiting for the mail
means waiting for medicine, ballots, checks,
packages or bills. Customers may have not…

Letter: Supporting Trump
promotes dangerous notions,
biases
Aug 5, 2020

I see that our president, the putative Leader of the
free world, is concerned that people don’t like him.
He’s crowing that he passed his Iden…

Letter: News made wrong move in
printing Thiessen ‘sop’
Aug 1, 2020

Unbelievable! I hold The Buffalo News in high regard,
but the decision to print a two-part column on Marc
Theissen’s interview with Donald Tru…

Letter: Covid-19 pandemic
demands better health care
coverage
Updated Aug 4, 2020

While the pandemic rages, our President touts a
questionable mortality rate under 2% as some
perverse indicator, 136,000 deaths later, that “t…

Letter: U.S. Catholic parishes must
not get Covid-19 aid
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Jul 31, 2020

A report in the news indicated the expansive quilt of
United States Catholic Church parishes collectively
received $1.4 billion in federal aid…
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